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The Vikings were a seafaring people from the late eighth to early 11th century who established a
name for themselves as traders, explorers and warriors. They discovered the Americas long
before Columbus and could be found as far east as the distant reaches of Russia. While these
people are often attributed as savages raiding the more civilized nations for treasure and
women, the motives and culture of the Viking people are much more diverse. These raiders also
facilitated many changes throughout the lands from economics to warfare.Many historians
commonly associate the term “Viking” to the Scandinavian term vikingr, a word for “pirate.”
However, the term is meant to reference oversea expeditions, and was used as a verb by the
Scandinavian people for when the men traditionally took time out of their summers to go “a
Viking.” While many would believe these expeditions entailed the raiding of monasteries and
cities along the coast, many expeditions were actually with the goal of trade and enlisting as
foreign mercenaries.Many modern perceptions of Vikings found their origins through Catholic
propaganda. Upon the sacking of multiple Christian facilities and the loss of countless relics and
treasures, the Catholic ministry sought to dehumanize them. Until Queen Victoria’s rule of
Britain, the Vikings were still portrayed as a violent and barbaric people. During the 19th and
20th centuries, perceptions changed to the point where Vikings were glamorized as noble
savages with horned helmets, a proud culture and a feared prowess in battle.Scroll to the top of
the page and click Add To Cart to read more about this extraordinary forgotten chapter of history.

About the AuthorRichard Hall, widely regarded as one of the world’s authorities on the Viking
Age, was Director of Archaeology at York Archaeological Trust, England.
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The VikingsSeafarers of ScandinaviaIntroductionCopyright InformationChapter 1 – The Vikings -
Who are they?They were known warriors. They were fierce sea-born raiders.Chapter 2- Where
Did The Vikings Come From?The Viking AgeFood ProductionBeyond HomeCommand &
ConquerExtortionTradeImported GoodsExported GoodsChapter 3- Where and How Did the
Vikings Live?Viking LocationsViking EtymologyConstructing a Viking HomeLaw &
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ConquestIrelandHebridesThe Isle of ManWalesNorth West EnglandThe DanelawChapter 11-
What the Vikings left behindStories, Sagas and
ArtefactsLanguageEnglandFranceSocietyConclusionPreview Of ‘Norse Mythology: Thor, Odin,
Loki, and the Other Gods and Heroes’IntroductionChapter 1: CosmologyThe World Tree and Its
InhabitantsChapter 2: The Norse PantheonThe Gods:Goddesses:IntroductionI want to thank
you and congratulate you for downloading the book “The Vikings- Seafarers of
Scandinavia”.This book contains information that gives you an understanding of who the Vikings
were, their way of life, their culture and their religion as well as food and tools that they used.
This book also explores various aspects of Viking life that made an impact in the regions around
Scandinavia as well as in modern times. This book takes a look at Viking warfare, trade,
government and craftsmanship.Not only that, this book aims to provide enough knowledge to
dispel myths that are commonly associated with Vikings who are painted as evil and thought of
as barbaric, brutal, unrefined and uncultured.The Vikings- Seafarers of Scandinavia also
touches on topics related to their contribution to the European continent.Thanks again for
downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!Copyright InformationCopyright 2014 by From Hero
To Zero - All rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable
information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that
the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified
services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession
should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally
by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and
Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in
either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited



and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the
publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and
consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any
policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the
recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against
the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either
directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The
information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The
presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The
trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.Chapter 1 – The Vikings - Who are they?To many people, Vikings invoke
perceptions of raids, brutality, barbarianism, huge ships, horned helmets and strong
warriors.Popular culture has depicted them in so many forms in stories and movies, creating
vivid myths and legends and painting different pictures of who the Vikings really are. What’s
more- there is even a TV series on the History Channel of the lives of the Vikings.But how much
of the Vikings do you know about? Do you think what you have been exposed to is the truth
about the Vikings?The Vikings have been seriously misinterpreted due to their elusiveness and
the very fact that this Norse community does not exist as much anymore. To make matters
worse, historical evidence has so far shown records of raids written by their victims which further
contribute to the myth of the barbarianism of the Vikings.There are plenty of stereotypes of the
Vikings and while some of them are true, there is more to the Vikings than what you see or hear
of them.In a nutshell the Vikings, seafarers of Scandinavia, raided territories and eventually
started settlements between the ninth and eleventh centuries in the British Isles. These
settlements would eventually grow into powerful and popular cities known to the world for their
politics, beauty, culture, history and people.The Vikings were many things. They were explorers,
warriors, traders and farmers. Yes, they were ruthless warriors but they were also intelligent
craftsmen and tools-maker.They were known warriors. They were fierce sea-borne raiders.While
there is no clear definition of the area or region that the Vikings originated from, it can be said
that the Vikings mostly came from present day Denmark, Norway & Sweden.There are several
theories of the origin of the word Viking. In one, the name Viking is derived from the Old Norse
language which means ‘A Pirate Raid’. The word Viking could also come from the Anglo-Saxon
word ‘wicing’. Before the 10th century, the Anglo-Saxons used the word ‘wicing’ to refer to all
kinds of pirates- Scandinavian or not.However in The Battle of Maldon which is an Anglo-Saxon
poem of the late tenth century, the word Viking is mentioned and the poem associates it
specifically to ‘a Scandinavian sea-raider’.Because of their extensive trade and regular raids, the
Vikings were known by many names depending on which region they went to and which
continent they traded in.To the Germans they were known as ‘Ascomanni’, which means



Ashmen. The Germans called the Vikings Ashmen because of the Ash wood used on the Viking
boats.To the Gaels- the Vikings were called Lochlannach.To the Anglo-Saxons- The Vikings
were known as Dene.To the Byzantines & Arabs- The Vikings were called ‘Rus’ or ‘Rohs’ which
is probably derived from the area of Roslagen in east-central Sweden, because most of the
Vikings who traded with the Byzantines were from there.Historians and scholars believe that the
formation of the Kievan Rus’ federation is a result of the Scandinavian settlements in Slavic,
hence the early names of Russia and Belarus.The VikingsSeafarers of ScandinaviaThe
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BattleChapter 10- What Happened to the Vikings?The Last Viking KingKing CnutThe Norman
ConquestIrelandHebridesThe Isle of ManWalesNorth West EnglandThe DanelawChapter 11-
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InformationChapter 1 – The Vikings - Who are they?They were known warriors. They were fierce
sea-born raiders.Chapter 2- Where Did The Vikings Come From?The Viking AgeFood
ProductionBeyond HomeCommand & ConquerExtortionTradeImported GoodsExported
GoodsChapter 3- Where and How Did the Vikings Live?Viking LocationsViking
EtymologyConstructing a Viking HomeLaw & OrderReligionCaste & Class in the Viking
WorldChapter 4- What did the Vikings Eat?The Nordic DietCooking MethodsCooking GearThe
Viking DrinkChapter 5- The Viking WomenTraditional RolesProminent Viking WomenChapter 6-
Marriage & DivorceThe Wedding ArrangementThe Marriage DowryThe WeddingThe
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ManWalesNorth West EnglandThe DanelawChapter 11- What the Vikings left behindStories,
Sagas and ArtefactsLanguageEnglandFranceSocietyConclusionPreview Of ‘Norse Mythology:
Thor, Odin, Loki, and the Other Gods and Heroes’IntroductionChapter 1: CosmologyThe World
Tree and Its InhabitantsChapter 2: The Norse PantheonThe Gods:Goddesses:IntroductionI want
to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book “The Vikings- Seafarers of
Scandinavia”.This book contains information that gives you an understanding of who the Vikings
were, their way of life, their culture and their religion as well as food and tools that they used.
This book also explores various aspects of Viking life that made an impact in the regions around
Scandinavia as well as in modern times. This book takes a look at Viking warfare, trade,
government and craftsmanship.Not only that, this book aims to provide enough knowledge to
dispel myths that are commonly associated with Vikings who are painted as evil and thought of
as barbaric, brutal, unrefined and uncultured.The Vikings- Seafarers of Scandinavia also
touches on topics related to their contribution to the European continent.Thanks again for
downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!IntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you
for downloading the book “The Vikings- Seafarers of Scandinavia”.This book contains
information that gives you an understanding of who the Vikings were, their way of life, their
culture and their religion as well as food and tools that they used. This book also explores
various aspects of Viking life that made an impact in the regions around Scandinavia as well as
in modern times. This book takes a look at Viking warfare, trade, government and



craftsmanship.Not only that, this book aims to provide enough knowledge to dispel myths that
are commonly associated with Vikings who are painted as evil and thought of as barbaric, brutal,
unrefined and uncultured.The Vikings- Seafarers of Scandinavia also touches on topics related
to their contribution to the European continent.Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope
you enjoy it!IntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book “The
Vikings- Seafarers of Scandinavia”.This book contains information that gives you an
understanding of who the Vikings were, their way of life, their culture and their religion as well as
food and tools that they used. This book also explores various aspects of Viking life that made
an impact in the regions around Scandinavia as well as in modern times. This book takes a look
at Viking warfare, trade, government and craftsmanship.Not only that, this book aims to provide
enough knowledge to dispel myths that are commonly associated with Vikings who are painted
as evil and thought of as barbaric, brutal, unrefined and uncultured.The Vikings- Seafarers of
Scandinavia also touches on topics related to their contribution to the European
continent.Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!Copyright
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publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially
permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a
practiced individual in the profession should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which
was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a
Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or
transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of
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not affiliated with this document.Chapter 1 – The Vikings - Who are they?To many people,
Vikings invoke perceptions of raids, brutality, barbarianism, huge ships, horned helmets and
strong warriors.Popular culture has depicted them in so many forms in stories and movies,



creating vivid myths and legends and painting different pictures of who the Vikings really are.
What’s more- there is even a TV series on the History Channel of the lives of the Vikings.But
how much of the Vikings do you know about? Do you think what you have been exposed to is
the truth about the Vikings?The Vikings have been seriously misinterpreted due to their
elusiveness and the very fact that this Norse community does not exist as much anymore. To
make matters worse, historical evidence has so far shown records of raids written by their
victims which further contribute to the myth of the barbarianism of the Vikings.There are plenty
of stereotypes of the Vikings and while some of them are true, there is more to the Vikings than
what you see or hear of them.In a nutshell the Vikings, seafarers of Scandinavia, raided
territories and eventually started settlements between the ninth and eleventh centuries in the
British Isles. These settlements would eventually grow into powerful and popular cities known to
the world for their politics, beauty, culture, history and people.The Vikings were many things.
They were explorers, warriors, traders and farmers. Yes, they were ruthless warriors but they
were also intelligent craftsmen and tools-maker.They were known warriors. They were fierce sea-
borne raiders.While there is no clear definition of the area or region that the Vikings originated
from, it can be said that the Vikings mostly came from present day Denmark, Norway &
Sweden.There are several theories of the origin of the word Viking. In one, the name Viking is
derived from the Old Norse language which means ‘A Pirate Raid’. The word Viking could also
come from the Anglo-Saxon word ‘wicing’. Before the 10th century, the Anglo-Saxons used the
word ‘wicing’ to refer to all kinds of pirates- Scandinavian or not.However in The Battle of Maldon
which is an Anglo-Saxon poem of the late tenth century, the word Viking is mentioned and the
poem associates it specifically to ‘a Scandinavian sea-raider’.Because of their extensive trade
and regular raids, the Vikings were known by many names depending on which region they went
to and which continent they traded in.To the Germans they were known as ‘Ascomanni’, which
means Ashmen. The Germans called the Vikings Ashmen because of the Ash wood used on the
Viking boats.To the Gaels- the Vikings were called Lochlannach.To the Anglo-Saxons- The
Vikings were known as Dene.To the Byzantines & Arabs- The Vikings were called ‘Rus’ or ‘Rohs’
which is probably derived from the area of Roslagen in east-central Sweden, because most of
the Vikings who traded with the Byzantines were from there.Historians and scholars believe that
the formation of the Kievan Rus’ federation is a result of the Scandinavian settlements in Slavic,
hence the early names of Russia and Belarus.Chapter 1 – The Vikings - Who are they?To many
people, Vikings invoke perceptions of raids, brutality, barbarianism, huge ships, horned helmets
and strong warriors.Popular culture has depicted them in so many forms in stories and movies,
creating vivid myths and legends and painting different pictures of who the Vikings really are.
What’s more- there is even a TV series on the History Channel of the lives of the Vikings.But
how much of the Vikings do you know about? Do you think what you have been exposed to is
the truth about the Vikings?The Vikings have been seriously misinterpreted due to their
elusiveness and the very fact that this Norse community does not exist as much anymore. To
make matters worse, historical evidence has so far shown records of raids written by their



victims which further contribute to the myth of the barbarianism of the Vikings.There are plenty
of stereotypes of the Vikings and while some of them are true, there is more to the Vikings than
what you see or hear of them.In a nutshell the Vikings, seafarers of Scandinavia, raided
territories and eventually started settlements between the ninth and eleventh centuries in the
British Isles. These settlements would eventually grow into powerful and popular cities known to
the world for their politics, beauty, culture, history and people.The Vikings were many things.
They were explorers, warriors, traders and farmers. Yes, they were ruthless warriors but they
were also intelligent craftsmen and tools-maker.They were known warriors. They were fierce sea-
borne raiders.While there is no clear definition of the area or region that the Vikings originated
from, it can be said that the Vikings mostly came from present day Denmark, Norway &
Sweden.There are several theories of the origin of the word Viking. In one, the name Viking is
derived from the Old Norse language which means ‘A Pirate Raid’. The word Viking could also
come from the Anglo-Saxon word ‘wicing’. Before the 10th century, the Anglo-Saxons used the
word ‘wicing’ to refer to all kinds of pirates- Scandinavian or not.However in The Battle of Maldon
which is an Anglo-Saxon poem of the late tenth century, the word Viking is mentioned and the
poem associates it specifically to ‘a Scandinavian sea-raider’.Because of their extensive trade
and regular raids, the Vikings were known by many names depending on which region they went
to and which continent they traded in.To the Germans they were known as ‘Ascomanni’, which
means Ashmen. The Germans called the Vikings Ashmen because of the Ash wood used on the
Viking boats.To the Gaels- the Vikings were called Lochlannach.To the Anglo-Saxons- The
Vikings were known as Dene.To the Byzantines & Arabs- The Vikings were called ‘Rus’ or ‘Rohs’
which is probably derived from the area of Roslagen in east-central Sweden, because most of
the Vikings who traded with the Byzantines were from there.Historians and scholars believe that
the formation of the Kievan Rus’ federation is a result of the Scandinavian settlements in Slavic,
hence the early names of Russia and Belarus.Chapter 1 – The Vikings - Who are they?To many
people, Vikings invoke perceptions of raids, brutality, barbarianism, huge ships, horned helmets
and strong warriors.Popular culture has depicted them in so many forms in stories and movies,
creating vivid myths and legends and painting different pictures of who the Vikings really are.
What’s more- there is even a TV series on the History Channel of the lives of the Vikings.But
how much of the Vikings do you know about? Do you think what you have been exposed to is
the truth about the Vikings?The Vikings have been seriously misinterpreted due to their
elusiveness and the very fact that this Norse community does not exist as much anymore. To
make matters worse, historical evidence has so far shown records of raids written by their
victims which further contribute to the myth of the barbarianism of the Vikings.There are plenty
of stereotypes of the Vikings and while some of them are true, there is more to the Vikings than
what you see or hear of them.In a nutshell the Vikings, seafarers of Scandinavia, raided
territories and eventually started settlements between the ninth and eleventh centuries in the
British Isles. These settlements would eventually grow into powerful and popular cities known to
the world for their politics, beauty, culture, history and people.The Vikings were many things.



They were explorers, warriors, traders and farmers. Yes, they were ruthless warriors but they
were also intelligent craftsmen and tools-maker.They were known warriors. They were fierce sea-
borne raiders.While there is no clear definition of the area or region that the Vikings originated
from, it can be said that the Vikings mostly came from present day Denmark, Norway &
Sweden.There are several theories of the origin of the word Viking. In one, the name Viking is
derived from the Old Norse language which means ‘A Pirate Raid’. The word Viking could also
come from the Anglo-Saxon word ‘wicing’. Before the 10th century, the Anglo-Saxons used the
word ‘wicing’ to refer to all kinds of pirates- Scandinavian or not.However in The Battle of Maldon
which is an Anglo-Saxon poem of the late tenth century, the word Viking is mentioned and the
poem associates it specifically to ‘a Scandinavian sea-raider’.Because of their extensive trade
and regular raids, the Vikings were known by many names depending on which region they went
to and which continent they traded in.To the Germans they were known as ‘Ascomanni’, which
means Ashmen. The Germans called the Vikings Ashmen because of the Ash wood used on the
Viking boats.To the Gaels- the Vikings were called Lochlannach.To the Anglo-Saxons- The
Vikings were known as Dene.To the Byzantines & Arabs- The Vikings were called ‘Rus’ or ‘Rohs’
which is probably derived from the area of Roslagen in east-central Sweden, because most of
the Vikings who traded with the Byzantines were from there.Historians and scholars believe that
the formation of the Kievan Rus’ federation is a result of the Scandinavian settlements in Slavic,
hence the early names of Russia and Belarus.
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Edwin Charles Lowe, “An Excellent History of The Vikings!!!. This is a well written concise
historical chronicle of the Vikings and the era called the Viking Age,793 ADE - 1066 ADE
(Usually). It is clearly intended as a brief, informational survey on this subject and is not an
authoritative compendium. During the late 20th Century scholars reassed the Viking Age based
on advances in archeology, linguistics, and historical inquiry. This resulted in a significant shift
from the traditional view of the Vikings as a barbarian horde with ships, that murdered, pillaged,
and destroyed their way across Great Brittian, France, and other areas of Western Europe for
300 years to a new appreciation for the many contributions to Western Civilization brought by the
Viking Age. Presented in a strieghtforward, conversational manner, concise recently determined
information is revealed regarding who the Vikings were, their way of life, their culture, values, and
religion, as well as brief facts about the food they ate and the tools that they made and used.
This book also explores Viking governmental processes, ship building, craftsmenship, trading,
settlement building, warfare and related aspects of Viking culture that left a lasting impact where
ever they made contact. Finnaly, new insights are presented that detail continuing Viking
influences that resonated to the modern day in the British Isles, Iceland, Greenland, France, and
other parts of Continental Europe. I recommend this book to readers who enjoy reading about
history and it's influence on the modern world.”

Jbarr5, “History, work, food, traditions of Vikings. Vikings: The True and Surprising History of The
Vikings by Patrick AuerbachStarted watching and Curse of Oak Island and really got involved
with learning about the Vikings as they depict a lot of things about them.Loved the new words I
learned and looking them up, women roles, food they grew and items they made and
traded.Liked hearing of the religion, roles they played, items left behind and the history.All
around great book with many resources.Excerpt of Norse mythology is included.”

Bladestryke, “Full of interesting info!. A very interesting telling of the vikings. It covered some
things that were hard to believe and makes me wonder where they got the research and it did
need a once through from a proofreader but whats here is interesting.  A fun read!”

TASHA, “This is such a very informative one that I really enjoyed and find to be a good reference.
I am fascinated in learning about the various ancient civilizations. And in this book, I have
learned some interesting information about the Vikings. This is such a very informative one that I
really enjoyed and find to be a good reference. I was able to acquire a lot of knowledge about
them, as well as their way of living. This is indeed a pleasant book to read that I will definitely
keep in my kindle library for future rereading.”

Brenda Decker, “Real Vikings. Love it, very informative”



Mr. James Anderson, “True and surprising History of the Vikings. Where I come from was a
Viking stronghold and stepping stone to the British mainland.Some Norsemen settled here in
Orkney and married Orkney girls. This means that we are alwaysinterested in the Norsemen as
this is part of our history.”

Mark, “Very informative on the basics. A good basic explanation on the Viking culture, belief
systems, weaponry, law, history, etcetera.Would recommend to anyone who is a beginner on
Viking history and culture.”

The book by Patrick Auerbach has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 71 people have provided feedback.

Chapter 1 – The Vikings - Who are they? Chapter 2- Where Did The Vikings Come From?
Chapter 3- Where and How Did the Vikings Live? Chapter 4- What did the Vikings Eat? Chapter
5- The Viking Women Chapter 6- Marriage & Divorce Chapter 7- Culture & Religion in the Viking
World Chapter 8- Viking Governance & Politics Chapter 9- Viking Warfare & Weapons Chapter
10- What Happened to the Vikings? Chapter 11- What the Vikings left behind
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